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of the Savoy mountains: the shooting is very strictly
preserved. His own estate in the centre of France
lies on one of the lines of the migration of wild-duck,
which fly across France down to Spain and North
Africa from the northern countries. The birds follow
three or four lines, not always regularly enough to invite
guests for a set shoot, and never quite on the expected
days; but once "Le Passage'* begins you have some
wonderful shooting if you hit it off right. One of the
lines is from Le Touquet over the marches of the Somme
by Abbeville, making towards Bordeaux and the ttangs of
the Landes country; another line goes down the middle of
France, hitting off the Rhdne valley.
My opponents on the Golf Course were usually Mr.
Evelyn Fits-Gerald and sometimes M, Dmitri Sursock,
brother of the Princess Colonna in Rome; with him I had
a duel which ended in one of my infrequent wins. I am
glad I did not have a duel such as he once fought with
rapiers (somebody had made a disparaging remark about
his sister) for one hour and a half, when both combatants
retired from sheer exhaustion: the seconds had made the
conditions too strenuous for either party.
To-morrow my way lies through Modane to Milan,
the vantage point of Northern Italy: Lido, Venice
and Villa d'Este are on the itinerary card- I shall miss
much here—dawns on the lake (for once not in the
Casino), fishing for perch and dace, the ensuing "bon
appttif* for the luncheons at the Splendide (usually
fish from the lake, local fruit and vegetables) and the
restorative powers of its Fine Maison, which fulfils its
true mftier by remaining since fifty years ago in a huge
cask in the cellar, and being added to annually* For two
hours of the afternoon there is "sweet repose," at four

